
Alexander High School’s Performing Arts Booster Club presents 

Lip Sync Battle 
Rules:  
Definitions:  An “ACT” is any individual or group of AHS students who come together for a performance.  A “SONG” is 
one that begins at the “radio” beginning and concludes at the last measure.  Acts must use the public RADIO VERSION or 
“edited lyrics version” of a song. A “COSTUME” is any clothing worn by Acts for their performance; costumes must be 
appropriate for school and the viewing audience.  
 

1. Acts may consist of an individual or a group, but all acts will compete against one another for prizes. 
2. Round 1 will consist of each Act performing their song of choice.  

a. The song must be in an .mp3 or CD version.  
b. It must be a radio version of the song (no explicit lyrics).  
c. Acts can be disqualified for inappropriate music choice. 
d. Acts may use choreography for their selected song. 

i. Choreography must be in good taste an appropriate for a school function. 
3. An Act can be removed from the performance are at any point the judges deem the act to be 

inappropriate for viewing. A good rule of thumb to keep in mind: Elementary students may be in the 
audience, in addition to grandmothers and teachers. Acts should keep all content appropriate for a 
diversified viewing audience. 

4. Round 2 will begin after all Acts have performed their first song, or at the conclusion of Round 1. Acts 
will perform a second song which shall be chosen by the judging panel. 

a. Acts will not have knowledge about the additional song to which they will perform.  
b. Acts will perform in the same order as Round 1. 

5. Acts may wear appropriate costuming, but keep in mind the decency/appropriateness rules. The 
costuming must be school and audience appropriate.  

a. The judges can disqualify any Act at any time that does not follow the rules. 
6. All acts must preregister by Wednesday, February 3, 2016. There is a registration form on 

www.musicofahs.com   or use the following Google form: http://goo.gl/forms/RcqyE01gtz 
7. Acts must check-in by 6:00 pm on Friday, February 4, 2016. All Acts will draw for order of performance 

at 6:15 pm. The time drawn is final – no trading (it’ll mess up the emcee who needs to know the order 
and song choice for each act in order to prepare for an entertaining show). 

8. At the end of the first part of the show, there will be an intermission. Acts will wait backstage until it is 
time to perform the second song. They will learn the name of their second song when they step on the 
stage and the music starts. The Act must think quickly and begin the lip sync immediately.  

9. At the conclusion of the last Act’s second song, all Acts will gather on the stage to perform one large 
group song with ALL of the Acts. The song will be announced at 6:15 pm, and there will be a quick run-
thru of what ACT will be responsible for what part. While the Acts are performing, the judges will 
decide the Top 3 Acts. 

10. At the conclusion of the GROUP lip sync song, the judges will announce the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd place 
winners. 

11. Please keep a positive attitude about this entire experience. You are volunteering your time (service 
points!) to help raise funds for the Performing Arts program at AHS. Thank you for agreeing to 
participate. 

 
There will be bottled water backstage for ACTS only. Acts must remain backstage until the conclusion of the 
show. 

http://www.musicofahs.com/
http://goo.gl/forms/RcqyE01gtz

